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Abstract. While learning and development are well
characterized in feedforward networks, these features
are more dicult to analyze in recurrent networks due to
the increased complexity of dual dynamics ± the rapid
dynamics arising from activation states and the slow
dynamics arising from learning or developmental plasticity. We present analytical and numerical results that
consider dual dynamics in a recurrent network undergoing Hebbian learning with either constant weight
decay or weight normalization. Starting from initially
random connections, the recurrent network develops
symmetric or near-symmetric connections through
Hebbian learning. Reciprocity and modularity arise
naturally through correlations in the activation states.
Additionally, weight normalization may be better than
constant weight decay for the development of multiple
attractor states that allow a diverse representation of the
inputs. These results suggest a natural mechanism by
which synaptic plasticity in recurrent networks such as
cortical and brainstem premotor circuits could enhance
neural computation and the generation of motor
programs.
Key words: Hebbian learning rule ± attractor dynamics
± symmetric connections ± multiplicative normalization
± self-organization ± stability

1 Introduction
Recurrent networks that have stable equilibrium points,
called point attractors, can perform associative memory
tasks and are able to ®nd approximate solutions to
important classes of computational problems (Hop®eld
and Tank 1985). Such networks are often proposed as
models of information processing in the cerebral cortex,
since this structure is characterized by multiple recurrent
pathways (Anderson et al. 1977; Ballard 1986; Rumelhart
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et al. 1986; Goldman-Rakic 1988; Amit 1995). Recurrent
networks are also considered to be important in the
generation of distributed motor commands in premotor
nuclei of the hindbrain and motor cortex (Allen and
Tsukahara 1974; Eisenman et al. 1991; Houk et al. 1993).
Although attractor properties concern the dynamical
behavior of activation states, recurrent networks that
learn involve a second dynamical system, namely that of
learning or the modi®cation of synaptic ecacy. Dual
dynamics make the study of learning in recurrent networks quite complex. For this reason, earlier studies
have implemented dual dynamics separately in two
phases during simulations, i.e. a learning phase and an
activation phase (Hop®eld 1982; Parisi 1986; Shinomoto
1987). In contrast, when both dynamics evolve concurrently in an initially asymmetric network, dierent results may occur (Dong and Hop®eld 1992).
A second issue in learning attractor networks is the
method used to stabilize learning. Hebbian learning is
generally unstable because it only speci®es a weight increment. Most models of learning attractor networks
include a constant weight decay to achieve a balance
between the increment and decrement of synaptic
strengths (Shinomoto 1987; Dong and Hop®eld 1992).
This approach is problematic because weights decay to
zero if no learning occurs, unless a weight refresh
mechanism is implemented (Amit and Brunel 1995). In
contrast, most models of Hebbian learning in feedforward networks utilize weight normalization, a type of
weight decay in which weights compete for limited resources (Whitelaw and Cowan 1981; Miller et al. 1989;
Miller 1994). These models can simulate the development of feedforward pathways such as topographic
maps, ocular dominance columns, and orientation domains. Furthermore, forms of weight normalization
exist biologically at the level of nuclei (Hayes and Meyer
1988a,b) and at the level of neurons (Markram and
Tsodyks 1996).
In this study, we compare learning and development
in recurrent networks under either constant weight decay or weight normalization. Both learning and activation dynamics are allowed to evolve simultaneously. Our
simulations show that weight normalization provides an
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eective means of learning in recurrent networks with
dual dynamics, and normalization may be a more
plausible mechanism to stabilize Hebbian learning than
a constant decay.
In particular, this work focuses on the formation of
three distinctive features of recurrent networks, namely
symmetry, modularity, and reciprocity. Symmetric connections have been previously thought to be too strict a
condition to be biologically plausible (see SchuÈrmann
et al. 1990). In contrast, modularity has been widely
demonstrated in the central nervous system (CNS) in
both sensory and motor systems (Leise 1990; Lund et al.
1993; Malach 1994). Reciprocity of connections on a
neuronal level has been postulated but has been dicult
to demonstrate by current experimental methods (Ma
and Juliano 1991; Ghosh et al. 1994; Keifer 1996). All
three of these patterns of connectivity have functional
implications for learning and information processing in
the motor system. Our analytic and numerical results
predict that all three patterns develop naturally under
Hebbian learning with plausible forms of weight decrement.
2 Hebbian learning in a recurrent network, formulation
and model
2.1 Formulation
In this investigation, we study the development of
recurrent connections while allowing both activation
and learning dynamics to evolve simultaneously. We
assume that the dynamics of the activation states are
governed by the additive model,
C

d
1
x t  ÿ x t  W trx t  b t :
dt
R

1

x is a vector of real values representing the instantaneous activation states, W is the weight matrix composed of real valued elements W ji ; t is the time variable,
RC is the time constant for activation dynamics, and b
represents the time-varying inputs that may arise from
external inputs or from spontaneous activity similar to
that seen in the developing CNS (Cook 1991). r[ ] is the
activation function whose value is comparable to the
®ring rate, and rx t  rx1 t; . . . ; rxN t is a
column vector. For simplicity, we use the convention
that small bold letters represent vectors while capital
bold letters represent matrices.
Learning in our model occurs as a function of the
time-varying instantaneous ®ring rate by the continuous
Hebb rule,
sW

d
W t  a0 rx trT x t ;
dt

2

where a0 is the learning rate, sW is the time constant for
continuous learning. Although both learning and activation dynamics evolve simultaneously, the dynamics
for weight update are slower than that for changes in the
instantaneous ®ring rate, i.e. RC  sW .

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the two-layered learning recurrent
network. Excitatory projection neurons project to all neurons on the
next layer. Inhibitory interneurons on each layer receive ®xed
excitatory connections from all projection neurons on the previous
layer equal in magnitude to the mean of all excitatory connections to
projection neurons. Interneurons inhibit a single projection neuron
with fast dynamics and with weight ÿ1

The analytical results on Hebbian learning presented
here do not depend on network architecture and are not
limited to units having additive activation dynamics.
The learning results apply to a general recurrent network. For the sake of the computational simulations, we
have used a network with additive dynamics and a
speci®c two-layered recurrent network architecture as
described in Fig. 1 and in Sect. 4.2.
2.2 De®nitions
It is important to de®ne the widely used terms,
symmetry, reciprocity, and modularity on the neuronal
as well as the network level.
De®nition 1: A network is said to be symmetric when for
every connection from neuron A to neuron B in the
network, (1) there exists a connection from neuron B
back to neuron A and (2) this connection from B to A
has the same strength or weight as the connection from
A to B, i.e. W  WT . The degree of asymmetry can be
measured by the cosine of the angle between the
vectorized weight matrix and the vectorized transpose
matrix1 ; symmetry exists when the cosine equals one.
De®nition 2: A unit is said to possess a reciprocal or reentrant pathway if a set of connections exists such that
activity initiated in a unit will return to that unit. The
returning activity can be excitatory or inhibitory;
however, for simplicity we will limit our discussion to
excitatory reciprocal feedback. In addition, we can
de®ne the order of reciprocal connections. If n synapses
are passed before the activity returns to the unit, then
the unit possesses an nth-order reciprocal connection. A
®rst order reciprocal connection is a self connection.
WT vec WT 
we are referring to cos h  kvec
vec Wkkvec WT k , where the vec operation transforms a m  n matrix into a mn  1 column vector by
stacking the columns of the matrix one underneath the other.
1
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In a linear network, i.e. when r x is a linear function
of x, ®rst-order excitatory reciprocity exists when diagonal terms of the weight matrix are greater than zero.
Similarly, nth-order positive reciprocity exists when the
diagonal terms of the nth order composite matrix are
positive. An nth order composite matrix is the product
of the weight matrix multiplied by itself n times, or Wn .
In nonlinear networks, positive diagonal terms of the
composite matrix do not guarantee that activity will
return to a unit but instead provides a potential reciprocal pathway. For example, when (rx) is a threshold
function, the inputs must exceed the threshold before
activity is transmitted to the next unit.
De®nition 3: In general, a module is a functionally or
anatomically related group of units. A network is said to
be modular if there exist connection pathways between
units belonging to one group of units (or a module) but
not between units in dierent groups. The most extreme
example of a modular network is a network with only
self connections where each unit is a module. At the
opposite and trivial extreme is a fully connected network,
where the whole network comprises one module.
Modularity in the strictest sense exists in a network
with weight matrix W when there exists a permutation
matrix P such that Pÿ1 WP is block diagonal (Buckley
and Harary 1990). According to this de®nition, modules
cannot be connected with other modules. This mathematical de®nition is more stringent than the customary
notion of modularity in which limited communication
between modules is allowed. For the present study, we
use the strict de®nition of modularity as a guide to
measure degrees of modularity. Highly modular networks have weight matrices that can be transformed into
nearly block diagonal form. Less modular networks
have more distributed connections which cannot be
transformed into a form resembling a block diagonal.
We also introduce two special types of modularity.
Topographic modularity is a subset of modularity where
neighboring units belong to the same module. Computational or graded modularity (Houk et al. 1993) exists
when the weight matrix can be transformed into a banded
diagonal matrix. In this case, not only does activity reverberate between a functionally related population of
units, but divergent connections also allow activity to
spread to related populations of units in a graded manner.
3 Symmetry in Hebbian learning with decay
The Hebbian learning rule, as expressed by Eq. (2), is a
symmetric learning rule. Since continuous Hebbian
learning as expressed by Eq. (2) is unbounded and
generally unstable, it is common to include a decay term
as described by

equation (shown in Appendix A.2), we can rewrite
Eq. (3) in the following format,
Z t
0
ÿRji t0 
Wji t  e
eRji t  arxj t0 rxi t0 dt0
t0

 eÿRji t Wji t0  ;
4
R
0
t
where Rji t0   t0 qji t00 dt00 . Note that the existence of
W ji 0t is contingent upon the integrability of
eRji t  arxj t0 rxi t0 dt0 , where the state function xj t
is a solution of Eq. (1).
Theorem 1: Let W t be the weight matrix at time t of a
recurrent network undergoing Hebbian learning with a
decay function as described by Eq. (3). If (1) the decay
function is bounded by N Oqji tOM with real valued
M; N > 0, (2) the activation function r x is bounded,
i.e. LOr xi tOK with real values L and K, and (3) the
decay function is symmetric, i.e. qji t  qij t, then
1. The weights are bounded, and as t ! 1 the weights
are bounded by aL2 =MO limt!1 W ji tOaK 2 =N ;
2. The weight matrix tends to become symmetric as
t ! 1, i.e. W 1  WT 1 with W 1 
limt!1 W t.
The proof for Theorem 1 is shown in Appendix A.2.1.
Since continuous Hebbian learning involves two coupled
dynamical systems, i.e. weight dynamics and activation
dynamics, it is dicult to provide an explicit solution for
the weight matrix W 1. Instead, we show that regardless
of the solution to the dynamical system, the weight matrix
becomes symmetric. In addition, although the proof
necessitates that the decay function is greater than zero,
this requirement is not absolute. For short periods such as
when no learning occurs, the decay term can equal zero.
This point is further discussed in weight normalization.
4 Constant weight decay
4.1 Derivation
Hebbian learning is generally unstable because there are
no bounds to learning (Miller and MacKay 1994). A
constant exponential weight decay has been commonly
used to limit the growth of weights. The Hebbian update
rule with a constant weight decay is
d
W t  arx trT x t ÿ cW t ;
dt

5

3

where a  a0 =sW and c  c0 =sW c0 is the decayterm,
0 < c0 < 1. By standard methods for a linear ®rst order
dierential equation (shown in Appendix A.2.2), Eq. (5)
can be written as
Z t
0
ec t ÿt rx t0 rT x t0 dt0  eÿct W t0  :
6
W t  a

where a  a0 =sW , and qji t  q0;ji t=sW is the decay
function and is generally greater than zero, qji t > 0. By
standard methods for a linear ®rst-order dierential

As noted before the existence
of W t is contingent upon
0
the integrability of ec t ÿt rx t0 rT x t0 dt0 , where the
state function x t is a solution of Eq. (1). Eq (6) shows

d
W ji t  ar xj tr xi t ÿ qji tW ji t ;
dt

t0
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that starting from any initial weight matrix, the network
develops symmetric weights as t ! 1.
Corollary 1: Let W t be the weight matrix at time t of a
recurrent network undergoing Hebbian learning with a
constant weight decay, i.e. Eq. (5), with 0 < c0 < 1. If
the activation function r x is bounded, then
1. The weight matrix is bounded and remains bounded
as t ! 1;
2. The weight matrix tends to become symmetric as
t ! 1, i.e. W 1  W 1T with W 1 
limt!1 W t;
Rt
3. If the correlation matrix C t  1t 0 r x t0 rT  x
t0 dt0 converges R to a limit as t ! 1, that is if
t
C 1  limt!1 1t 0 rx t0 rT x t0 dt0 exists and is
®nite, then the averaged weight matrix converges to
the matrix hW 1i  ac0 C 1.
0

The proof for Corollary 1 is provided in Appendix
A.2.3. Although Corollary 1 guarantees that with
bounded activation the weight matrix becomes symmetric and that the weights remain bounded, it does not
describe the pattern of weights that develop or how the
weights are related to the set of inputs. Generally the
pattern of connections that develop is dicult to derive
analytically; therefore, we used numerical simulations to
study these patterns.
4.2 Simulations
In the two layered model, schematized in Fig. 1 and
detailed in Appendix A.1, excitatory weights were
updated by Hebbian learning with a constant weight

decay. In all simulations, units followed additive activation dynamics as speci®ed by Eq. (1). Inputs to the
network were supplied in the form of spatially correlated
activation of random clusters of three neighboring units.
This type of input gives simple correlated activity that is
topographically organized. Only one cluster of units was
activated by external inputs during each epoch (50 time
steps), and only units on layer 1 received external inputs.
Additionally, inputs were wrapped at the borders of the
layer such that the ®rst and last units were considered
neighbors for the purpose of external inputs.
Since Hebbian learning has been most extensively
studied in excitatory synapses, we only allow excitatory
connections to adapt. To reduce the bias of ®xed inhibitory connections on the plasticity in excitatory
connections, inhibitory connections were uniform in
strength and were equal in magnitude to the mean value
of all excitatory connections.
Figure 2a and b show the weight matrix from layer 1
to 2, W21 , and the transpose of the weight matrix from
layer 2 to 1, WT12 , after learning. These two matrices are
identical, i.e. W21  WT12 ; thus, the network developed
symmetric connections. Symmetry developed rapidly as
shown in Fig. 3 (dashed line). Weight symmetry is also
demonstrated by the global weight matrix of the network, W, shown in Fig. 2c. The global weight matrix
includes all weights in the network and represents the
two layered network as a single layered network having
two populations of units. Units 1±27 represent layer 1,
and units 28±54 represent the second layer. Note that
there are no intra-layer connections as shown by the
zero block diagonal terms. Symmetric connections were
formed by all simulations of Hebbian learning with

Fig. 2a±f. Weight maps for Hebbian learning with constant weight decay with c  0:1. The bar to the right hand side of a and b shows the
mapping of weight values to gray levels. a The weight matrix W21 from layer 1 to layer 2. b The weight matrix W12 from layer 2 to layer 1
(transposed for direct comparison with a). c The two weight matrices can be combined into a overall weight matrix W showing all connections in
the network. Units 1±27 represent units on layer 1, while units 28±54 represent layer 2 units. d The weight matrix W can be transformed into a
matrix with a single block or module of connections by the permutation matrix shown in e. After permutation of the matrix W, units 1 to 27 no
longer represents units on layer 1 but instead represents a combination of layer 1 and layer 2 units. f The second-order composite matrix formed
by the product of the overall weight matrix W, i.e. WW
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Fig. 3. The time courses for development of symmetric
weights for constant weight decay (dashed line), dual
normalization (dotted line), and postsynaptic normalization (solid line). Symmetry is calculated by the cosine of
the angle between the vectorized weight matrix from layer
1 to 2 and vectorized weight matrix from layer 2 to 1

constant weight decay while varying the decay coecient. Additionally, the values for synaptic weights
remained stable, as shown in Fig. 4. Weights either
decayed to zero or grew to an identical value.
The weights also evolved to become modular. Although the weights are not obviously modular, we can
reorder the numbering of units to better visualize the
modularity in the weights. By using the permutation
matrix P shown in Fig. 2e, we can transform W into a
permuted weight matrix, WP  Pÿ1 WP, in which modularity is better visualized. The permuted weight matrix,
WP , (Fig. 2d) demonstrates that the network develops
only one module of interconnected units (outlined by the
box). Half of the units in this module are on layer 1
while the other half belong to layer 2. Note that since the
units have been renumbered, WP no longer has a simple
layered structure. Instead WP has a modular organiza-

tion in which units that belong to the same module are
grouped together, regardless to which layer they belong.
WP merely serves as a tool to better visualize modularity
inherent in the weights. A block diagonal WP means that
the network is modular regardless of how P is found and
regardless of the uniqueness of P.
Reciprocal connections are visualized by the diagonal
terms of the composite matrix. Figure 2f shows a second-order composite matrix constructed from the
squared weight matrix WW. The composite matrix
represents the projections that a unit makes to itself and
to other units through multisynaptic connections. The
diagonal terms of the second-order composite matrix in
Fig. 2f show that each unit with non-zero weights projected to itself through disynaptic connections.
Although the weights became symmetric, modular,
and reciprocal, the pattern of weights did not accurately

Fig. 4. Time course of weight values during a simulation of
Hebbian learning with constant decay. All 2*27*27 (1,458)
weights are shown. Because weights either decay to zero or
assume the same identical value, only two weight-time
tracings are visualized
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capture the topographic nature of the inputs. In feedforward Hebbian networks, topographically correlated
activity leads to the development of topographic receptive ®elds for cells eerent (downstream) to the correlated activity and the development of topographic
projection ®elds for cells aerent (upstream) from the
correlated activity. In our simulations, such topographic
receptive and projection ®elds did not develop in recurrent networks. Instead a single non-topographic
module involving about half of the units on each layer
was formed. Thus, the 27 inputs used in the simulations
could only be represented by two possible states in the
network, an OFF-state and an ON-state where all units
in the single module were activated.
We considered the possibility that the single module
of connections resulted from high initial weights, thereby allowing internal feedback in the network to overshadow the inputs. In simulations with extremely low
initial weights, though with the same pattern of random
weights, the weights grew to similar magnitudes as in
simulations with initially high weights. The weights in
these simulations also developed a single module of
weights (data not shown).
5 Concurrent presynaptic and postsynaptic normalization

vpre is the limit on the sum of all weights from each
presynaptic unit, vpost is the limit on the sum of all
weights onto each postsynaptic unit, and DW is a weight
change obtained at time step Dt. Note that in order for
both normalization conditions to be satis®ed, the
condition vpre  vpost must hold.2
Continuous Hebbian learning with dual normalization (derived in Appendix A.2.4) is speci®ed by
sw

dW t
 a0 rx trT x t
dt
ÿ Cpost tW t ÿ W tCpre t ;

where
Cpost

(
X
1
t  diag a0
rx1 trxh t; . . . ;
v
h
a0

X

rxj trxh t; . . . ; a0

h

and
Cpre

X

 bWji tpre ;

7

where the coecient for presynaptic normalization is
de®ned by
bWji tpre  P
h

vpre
;
Whi t  DWhi tDt

8

and the coecient for postsynaptic normalization is
de®ned by
vpost
:
bWji tpost  P
Wjh t  DWjh tDt
h

9

)

rxN trxh t

h

rx1 t; . . . ; a0

h

In contrast to constant weight decay, weight normalization provides a form of weight reduction in which
synapses compete for limited resources (Miller and
MacKay 1994). These resources may include metabolic
limitations on synaptic maintenance, limitations on
trophic substances, or limitations on synaptic surface
area. Weight normalization limits either the total
synaptic input converging onto (postsynaptic) or arising
from (presynaptic) a particular neuron. Since there is
evidence for both presynaptic and postsynaptic normalization in biological systems (Hayes and Meyer
1988a,b), some models using Hebbian learning have
incorporated both types of normalization (Whitelaw and
Cowan 1981; Hua et al. 1993).
Hebbian learning with dual normalization is de®ned
as

Wji t  Dt  bWji tpost Wji t  a0 rxj trxi t

X

(
X
1
t  diag a0
rxh trx1 t; . . . ;
v
h
a0

5.1 Derivation

10

X

)

rxh trxN t

h

As derived in Appendix A.2.4, Wji t can be expressed as
Zt
Wji t  a

eRji

t0 ÿRji t

rxj t0 rxi t0 dt0  eÿRji t Wji 0 ;

0

ÿP
a

P



11

where Rji t  v
h tCjh t 
h tChi t , and Cji t is
the correlation
t matrix of the activation states over time,
R
i.e. Cji t  1t rxj t0 rxi t0 dt0 . The existence of0 W t
is contingent0 upon the integrability of eRji t ÿRji t
rxj t0 rxi t0 dt0 , where the state function x t is a
solution of Eq. (1).
Corollary 2: Let W t be the weight matrix of a network
which undergoes continuous Hebbian learning with
concurrent presynaptic and postsynaptic normalization.
If vpre  vpost  v and if dualPnormalization
P is implemented by Eq. (10) such that h Wjh t  h Whi t  v
is satis®ed, then W t tends toward a symmetric matrix
as t ! 1, i.e. W1  WT 1.
Proof. By de®nition, weights are bounded in weight
normalization. The solution to continuous dual normalization (11) shows that as t ! 1, the weight matrix
becomes
2
For this work we assume that all units have thePsame vpre and
vpost . Thus, for presynaptic normalization, we have Nj1 Wji  vpre ,
P
and for postsynaptic normalization we have Ni1 Wji  vpost . Since
PN PN
Wji  N vpre
and
the P double
sums
i1
j1
P
N
N
W

N
v
are
the
same,
it
follows
that
v

v
v
ji
post
post
pre
j1
i1
must hold if both normalization conditions are to be satis®ed.
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Z
lim Wji t  a lim

t!1

t!1

0

t

eRji

t0 ÿRji t

rxj t0 rxi t0 dt0 :

12

ÿP

P
Since Rji t  a=v
h tCjh t 
h tChi t is symmetric, limt!1 Wji t also becomes symmetric.
5.2 Simulations
In simulations of the model with dual normalization, the
weights became symmetric, reciprocal, and modular.
Additionally, the weights allowed a better representation
of the inputs when compared with constant weight
decay. The dynamics and inputs used in these simulations were the same as those used for constant decay; the
only dierence was the use of weight normalization
instead of a constant weight decay. Weights were
normalized by Eqs. (8) and (9) at all times.
Starting from initially random connections, the network developed symmetric connections as shown by
identical weight matrices between the two layers shown
in Fig. 5a and b, i.e. W21  WT12 and by the symmetric
global weight matrix W shown in Fig. 5c. The time
course for the development of symmetry is shown in
Fig. 3 (dotted line).
The network also developed modular connections, as
shown by the block diagonal permuted global matrix
WP in Fig. 5d. The modules are outlined and overlap
with neighboring modules. Thus, the network develops
graded modularity rather than strict modularity. The
permutation matrix that performs the transformation
WP  Pÿ1 WP is shown in Fig. 5e.
Additionally, the positive diagonal terms of the
composite matrix WW, shown in Fig. 5f, show that each
unit makes second-order reciprocal connections with

itself. These reciprocal connections were a robust feature
of the model and were seen in all simulations. The o
diagonal terms of WW show that units in layer 1 (units
1±16) also developed disynaptic connections with topographically neighboring units in layer 1, while units in
layer 2 (units 17±32) developed disynaptic connections
with non-neighboring units in layer 2. Thus, units in
layer 1 belonging to the same module are organized
topographically, while units on layer 2 belonging to the
same module are spread out discontinuously over a large
territory. This dierence in development between the
two layers is consistent with the dierence in correlated
activity in the two layers.
In contrast to constant weight decay which only allowed two values of weights, Fig. 6 shows that normalization with a small v allowed a wide range of stable
weight values to develop. Although the numerical value
of weights showed minor ¯uctuations, the overall pattern of weights remained stable over time.
The size and number of modules were dependent on
the value of the normalization constant v. For larger v,
weights no longer obeyed topographic boundaries, as
shown in Fig. 7a and b. Permutation of the global
weight matrix shows that two modules developed, as
shown in Fig. 7c. Two modules are demonstrated in
Fig. 7c by the block diagonal segregation of the connections. These modules are larger and more distinct
than the modules with a smaller v. Additionally, diagonal terms in the composite matrix in Fig. 7d show the
development of reciprocity.
These results show that weight normalization allowed
the development of symmetry, modularity, and reciprocity. Multiple modules developed with weight normalization whereas, in weight decay, only a single
module developed. Additionally, in weight normaliza-

Fig. 5a±f. Weight maps and composite weight matrices for Hebbian learning with dual normalization and with v  0:5. The bar to the right
hand side of a and b shows the mapping of weight values to gray levels. a The weight matrix W21 from layer 1 to layer 2. b The weight matrix W12
from layer 2 to layer 1 (transposed for direct comparison with a). c The overall weight matrix W. d The weight matrix W transformed by the
permutation matrix shown in e. f The second-order composite matrix, WW
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Fig. 6. Time course of weight values during a simulation
of Hebbian learning with dual normalization and with
v  0:5. All weights are shown

Fig. 7a±d. Weight maps and composite weight matrices
for Hebbian learning with dual normalization and a
high normalization constant v. The bar to the right hand
side of a and b shows the mapping of weight values to
gray levels. a The weight matrix W21 from layer 1 to
layer 2. b The weight matrix W12 from layer 2 to layer 1
(transposed for direct comparison with a). c The
transformed weight matrix W. d The second-order
composite matrix, WW

tion with a low normalization constant, the modular
weights on layer 1 were organized topographically, re¯ecting the topographic quality of the inputs. The topographic modules were not exact images of speci®c
inputs. Inputs consisted of overlapping clusters of three
units, while modules on layer 1 were more distinct and
were 4 or 5 units wide. Thus, modularity formed even
though the inputs did not have inherently modular distributions. Since modules without topographic relationships developed on layer 2, which did not receive
external inputs, these results suggest that modularity is
an inherent quality of the network. In contrast, the development of topography is related to the external inputs as well as the size of the weights. In simulations
with high v, modularity without topography developed
in both layers. High weight values eectively increased
network gain, and high levels of internal feedback in the

reciprocal network may overshadow the relatively
smaller external inputs.
6 Postsynaptic normalization
6.1 Formulation
Some computational models of self-organization have
used only presynaptic or only postsynaptic normalization. We provide the derivation of postsynaptic normalization, which is easily adaptable to the presynaptic case.
The Hebbian learning rule with postsynaptic normalization (derived in Appendix A.2.5) is,
sW

dWji t
 a0 rxj trxi t ÿ Cxj tpost Wji t :
dt

13
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Fig. 8a±d. Weight maps and composite matrices for
Hebbian learning with postsynaptic normalization with
v  1:0. The bar to the right hand side of a and b shows
the mapping of weight values to gray levels. a The
weight matrix W21 from layer 1 to layer 2. b The weight
matrix W12 from layer 2 to layer 1 (transposed for
direct comparison with a). c The transformed weight
matrix W. d The second-order composite matrix, WW

Z

Similar to the dual normalization case, we can express
Wji t as


Z t a t0 P Cih t0 ÿt P Cjh t
v
h
h
e
rxj t0 rxi t0 dt0
Wji t  a
0
P
a
e

ÿv

Cjh t

h

Wji 0 :

14

As can be inferred from Eq. (14), Hebbian learning with
postsynaptic normalization does not generally lead to
symmetric connections.
6.2 Simulations
As shown in Fig. 8a and b, the weights of the
connections from layer 1 to layer 2 became very similar
to the weights from layer 2 to layer 1. The time course of
weight development shows that weights tended towards
more symmetric values during development (Fig. 3). In
spite of the lack of perfect symmetry, the weights did
become reciprocal and modular. Figure 8c shows that
the global weight matrix can be transformed into a block
diagonal matrix by a permutation matrix. Additionally,
the composite matrix in Fig. 8d shows that layer 1 units
formed topographic, modular, and reciprocal connections, while layer 2 units developed reciprocal and
modular connections. These simulations demonstrate
that the development of reciprocity and modularity are
robust events that do not depend on the development of
perfect symmetry.

7 Comparison of weight decay
The equations for weight dynamics in Hebbian learning
with constant decay, dual, and single normalization all
can be expressed in a common format, i.e.

Wji t  a

t0

t

eRji

t0 ÿRji t

rxj t0 rxi t0 dt0  eÿRji t Wji t0  :

The weight matrix is the integral of a weight increment
term rxj t0 rxi t0 dt0 multiplied by the corresponding
0
decay term eRji t ÿRji t . More recent weight increment
terms do0 not undergo signi®cant decay because t0  t
and eRji t ÿRji t  1. However, weight increment terms
added more distant in the past do undergo signi®cant
decay because t0  t and the corresponding decay term
approaches zero. Thus, the decay term favors more
recently added weight increment terms, and older
weight increment terms decay to zero. By examining
the time course of the decay of previously added weight
increment terms, we can compare the process of weight
decay for constant decay, single, and dual normalization.
In constant decay, previously added weight increment
terms decay over time with an exponential time course
(Fig. 9). The time course for decay is identical for all
weights, and the decay of previous weight increment
terms occurs even if learning does not occur. Thus, if
activity in the network were quiescent and learning
ceased, the weights would decay towards zero.
In contrast, weight decay in weight normalization
occurs only when learning occurs. Thus, if the network
is silent, weights do not decay. The decay in normalization is also speci®c to synapses at units which have
undergone weight increment. Figure 9 shows that the
decay from normalization has generally a stepwise, exponential shape. Each step of decay in postsynaptic
normalization occurs when the postsynaptic unit experiences a weight increment at one of its connections.
Similarly, each step of decay in dual normalization occurs when either the presynaptic or postsynaptic unit
experiences a weight increment at one of its connections.
Weight decay that is dependent on an increment at other
synapses is termed heterosynaptic depression (Lo and
Poo 1991).
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Fig. 9. A comparison of decay coecients for constant weight decay
(solid line), dual normalization (dotted line), and postsynaptic
normalization (dashed line). Decay coecients are simulated numer0
ically for the term eRji t ÿRji t from Eqs. (6), (11), and (14) calculated
after 500 time steps using randomly generated values for activation
states

8 Discussion
In this study, we showed that symmetric, modular, and
reciprocal connections developed naturally from Hebbian learning coupled with certain types of weight decay.
Constant weight decay and dual normalization allowed
perfectly symmetric weights to form. In postsynaptic
normalization, the weights approached but did not
usually attain perfect symmetry. Despite dierences in
symmetry formation, numerical simulations showed that
all three types of decay led to the development of
modular and reciprocal connectivity under Hebbian
learning. Additionally, weights formed under normalization were more diversi®ed in weight value and
structure than weights formed under constant decay.
The eect of this diversity on the number and variety of
attractor states is beyond the scope of this paper but
would be an important point for future investigations.
8.1 Symmetry
Weight symmetry is a requirement of the Lyapunov
function that guarantees stability in attractor networks
(Hop®eld 1982; Cohen and Grossberg 1983). More
recently, Amit (reviewed in 1989) has found that some
asymmetry introduced into the weights as noise does not
eliminate the attractor properties of the network but may
in fact help attractor networks overcome local minima.
Our analytic and numerical results showed that symmetric
and near symmetric connections develop from Hebbian
learning and various forms of weight decay. Forms of
Hebbian learning have been found in various regions of
the CNS, and they are likely associated with 1-methyl-Daspartate (NMDA) channel activation. Also, experimen-

tal evidence supports the existence of weight normalization (Hayes and Meyer 1988a,b; Markram and Tsodyks
1996). Thus, symmetry should not be seen as an arti®cial
condition instilled by physical models; instead, symmetric
connections result naturally from Hebbian learning with
decay in networks with recurrent connections.
The existence of symmetric weights does not in itself
give a network attractor properties. Oscillations arise if
the time delay in synaptic connections is long (Marcus
and Westervelt 1989). The type of activation function
and activation dynamics are also important. However,
our analysis shows that the development of symmetric
connections is independent of the activation function,
provided this function is bounded. Symmetry develops
because Hebbian learning is implemented mathematically by the outer-product of the vector of ®ring rates in
the network with a symmetric decay. Our simulations
used a piecewise linear activation function. In future
work, we plan to implement simulations with sigmoid
units and to study the attractor landscape of the networks that develop through Hebbian learning.
8.2 Dual dynamics
In palimpsest learning schemes which implement the
dual dynamics into two separate phases, the network
learns the set of input patterns given to the system
(MeÂzard et al. 1986; Parisi 1986; Shinomoto 1987). In
the present model with simultaneous implementation of
the dual dynamics, weights did not simply re¯ect the set
of inputs. In a recurrent network, activation states are
not only determined by the inputs but also by internal
feedback. If the level of feedback is low, the activation
states are largely determined by the inputs. However, if
the weights grow large, the feedback becomes strong and
dominates the value of the activation states, overshadowing the contribution from inputs. Dong and Hop®eld
(1992) have found that in a recurrent network with dual
dynamics and weight decay, large internal feedback
allows only a single attractor to develop. However, if
feedback is forced to remain weak, their network is able
to learn multiple input patterns.
Our simulations used a linear-piecemeal function
similar to that used in Anderson's Brain-State-In-A-Box
(Anderson et al. 1977). In Anderson's model, a recurrent
network with large weight values will amplify any initial
activation state in the direction of the eigenvector of the
weight matrix with the largest eigenvalue. The activation
will grow until it reaches the bounds of the activation
function. Thus, inputs given to the network will amplify
in the direction of the principal eigenvector, and the
weight update terms will be dominated by outer product
terms of the principal eigenvector. Thus only one module develops.
In weight normalization, the weights have a hard
upper limit because the sum of weights is limited. This
upper limit generally prevents any one set of weights
from dominating the network. Once the weight limit for
these weights has been reached, other modules can
develop. Thus, in contrast to constant weight decay,
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multiple modules can develop with weight normalization, even if the internal feedback overshadows the input.
In both constant and normalized types of decay, if the
internal feedback is suciently high, the modules do not
take the shape of inputs presented to the network. There
may be biological mechanisms to overcome this diculty. If the inputs were inhibitory, such as the output
from the cerebellum or basal ganglia, the inhibitory inputs could shape the attractor landscape even if the internal feedback is high. Additionally, in thalamocortical
connections, plasticity only occurs if corticocortical
connections are concurrently active (Iriki et al. 1991).
This associative learning mechanism may limit overlearning of strong feedback connections in thalamocortical connections. Lastly, low coding levels in feedback
activity may help networks dierentiate between feedback activity and sensory inputs arriving at higher ®ring
rates (Amit and Brunel 1995). Thus, in these models,
connections are modi®ed only when the higher ®ring
rates provided by external inputs overcome the threshold for learning. With these mechanisms to limit overlearning, networks can shape their landscapes to
accommodate dierent patterns of sensory inputs.
8.3 Reciprocity
Reciprocal connections are a robust feature of our
model. Although reciprocity at the level of individual
neurons has been dicult to verify experimentally,
reciprocity between groups of neurons have been
demonstrated in the CNS (Jones 1985; Goldman-Rakic
1988; Ma and Juliano 1991; Ghosh et al. 1994).
Additionally, reverberatory activity has been demonstrated in premotor circuits in the brainstem (Tsukahara
et al. 1983; Keifer 1996). Such reverberations are
thought to result from reciprocal connections allowing
activity to amplify and propagate in speci®c circuits
(Houk et al. 1993). In contrast to symmetry, reciprocity
does not require direct feedback connections between
two units and can be applied to higher order recurrent
networks such as long range cortico-cortical circuits as
well as premotor circuits involving the cortex, brainstem, and cerebellum. Positive feedback in premotor
circuits has been postulated to underlie the generation of
limb motor commands (Houk et al. 1993). In previous
modeling eorts, we have shown that such reciprocal
circuits not only allow the generation of motor activity
but also allow cerebellar learning to be exported to
cortical sites (Hua and Houk 1997). The current
simulations suggest that these reciprocal connections
are a natural consequence of Hebbian learning.
8.4 Modularity
Modularity is widespread in the CNS on a variety of
scales. In models of feedforward networks, modularity
can arise as a result of correlations in the inputs
(Pearson et al. 1987; Miller 1992; Miller and MacKay
1994) or correlations from lateral connections

(Chernjavsky and Moody 1990). Our results show that
modularity arises in recurrent networks from correlations in the activation states. We predict that correlation
in activations from any number of sources including
correlated inputs, lateral connections, diusible substances such as NO, or correlated spontaneous activity
will result in modular connections.
Even though modularity is widespread, its function in
neural information processing has been debated (Swindale 1990; Purves et al. 1992; Malach 1994). Nelson and
Bower (1990) suggest that modularity may alleviate load
imbalance in parallel processing similar to parallel
computing. Furthermore, Jacobs et al. (1991) proposed
that modularity gives a network the ability to perform
function decomposition, eliminate both spatial and
temporal crosstalk, perform local generalization, and
allow more ecient representation of the task to be
performed.
These ideas are directly applicable to modular premotor networks in brainstem and thalamocortical areas
(Houk et al. 1993). These networks receive inputs from
sensory and higher premotor areas and project directly
to spinal motor circuits. Houk and Wise (1995) have
proposed that sensory or higher premotor inputs initiate
activity in these modular attractor networks, and this
activity is further shaped by cerebellar inhibition. With
training, the attractor landscape is shaped to perform
routine motor tasks such as sensory-motor associations
(Hua and Houk 1997). Our simulation results suggest
that correlated activity patterns from sensory and cerebellar inputs during dierent movements drive the formation of modules, each subserving an elemental motor
command. Such commands could control synergistic
muscles in the movement towards a particular direction
or towards a particular target. In this manner, movements in three-dimensional space are decomposed into
elemental movements or primitives. If movement were
not decomposed, only one particular movement could
be performed at a time because of spatial crosstalk.
Fitting each movement into distinct modules in eect
orthogonalizes the movements, thereby removing temporal and spatial interference. In this way, elemental
motor commands can be programmed independently
and executed simultaneously to build more complex
movements and movement sequences.
Additionally, modularity also simpli®es and speeds
learning while reducing temporal crosstalk. Temporal
crosstalk occurs when two dierent tasks are being
learned, and learning of the second task interferes with
that of the ®rst (Jacobs et al. 1991). Since modularity
divides the task to distinct groups of units, learning in
one module does not interfere with learning the second
module. The elimination of crosstalk is apparent in
weight normalization but not in constant weight decay.
In constant weight decay, all weights experience the
same decay coecient regardless of learning; however,
in weight normalization, weight decay is con®ned to the
module in which learning occurs. Thus in premotor
networks, modi®cation of dierent elemental movement
commands can occur independently without aecting
unrelated movements.
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9 Conclusions

A.2 Analysis of Hebbian learning

Using analytical methods and numerical simulations, we
have shown that Hebbian learning with either constant
decay or weight normalization leads to the natural
development of symmetric, reciprocal, and modular
connections. The development of symmetric or nearsymmetric connections provides an important component to the development of attractor dynamics in
recurrent networks. The formation of reciprocal and
modular connections allow information processing to
occur in speci®c channels while reducing both temporal
and spatial crosstalk. These properties may be important
in the acquisition and execution of motor commands by
recurrent premotor networks.

In order to derive the dynamical equations for Hebbian learning,
we ®rst review the standard solution for a linear ®rst-order dierential equation. Since the activation and learning dynamics are
coupled, we cannot ®nd an explicit solution to Hebbian learning in
recurrent networks using the standard solution. However, we can
use this solution to express the dual dynamical system in a format
that permits the analysis of stability and symmetry. The standard
solution for a linear ®rst-order dierential equation is given by the
following theorem (Braun 1983):
On a given interval a; b, let f x and r x be continuous, and
let a < x0 < b. Then equation y 0  ry  f has one and only one
solution such that y x0   y0 and that solution is
Z x
eR x y x 
eR t f tdt  y0 where
Z
R x 

10 Appendix
A.1 The model
Our numerical simulations consist of a two layered recurrent network with initially full and random connectivity between the two
layers, schematized in Fig. 1. The dierential equations that govern
the activation dynamics and Hebbian learning dynamics are approximated by Euler's method. The activation update Eq. (1) is
simulated by
"
#
X
1
dt
xj t  dt  xj t  ÿ xj t 
Wji trxi t  bj t
R
C
i
and is updated asynchronously, while the equation for continuous
weight updating is simulated by

dt
Wji t  dt Wji t  arxj trxi t ÿCji tWji t
:
sW
Typically, RC  1; sW  1000; dt  0:1; a  1. The activation
rule used in the simulations is piecewise linear:
(
r x 

1
x
0

)
if x  1
if 0 < x < 1
if xO0

Because all interlayer weights are excitatory, we also include a
population of linear inhibitory interneurons as a general means of
stabilizing the network. Each interneuron inhibits only one projection (i.e. non-interneuron) unit with a weight of ÿ1 and receives
excitatory input from all projection units on the previous layer
with a weight equal in magnitude to the mean of all excitatory
weights between projection units. We assume that inhibitory interneurons have fast dynamics such that the time delay through the
interneurons is negligible compared with the direct excitatory
connections.
In addition to internal feedback activity, external activity is also
supplied to the network. External activity is spatially correlated
and supplied to a cluster of three neighboring units, biÿ1 ; bi ; bi1 .
Input to the center unit of a cluster equals 1.0 while that to the side
units equals 0.5. The clustered inputs are chosen randomly and are
held constant for 50 time steps. All activations are reset to zero
before the next set of inputs are activated; this resetting of activations can be achieved biologically by cellular fatigue or some active
inhibitory process that shuts o the activations. Initial weights are
randomized between 0 and 1, and when weight normalization is
used, the initially random weights are normalized before simulations are begun. Noise is added to the weights at each time step at
10% of the maximum weight value. This noise represents spontaneous synaptic sprouting and elimination.

x0

x

x0

r sds :

A.2.1 Proof of theorem 1
We consider the neural network with learning dynamics as speci®ed
by Eq. (3)
dWji t
 ar xj tr xi t ÿ qji tWji t ;
dt

3

with activation dynamics speci®ed by a second dynamical equation
such as Eq. (1). By a simple transformation similar to that used for
the standard solution of a linear ®rst order dierential equation,
Eq. (3) is equivalent to
Z t


0
Wji t  eÿRji t
eRji t  ar xj t0  rxi t0 dt0  eÿRji t Wji t0  ;
4
t0

R t0

0

where Rji t   t0 qji t00 dt00 and qji t > 0. Because this neural
network is speci®ed by both learning and activation dynamics,
Eq. (4) is not a solution to the dynamical system. However, by
expressing the learning dynamics in this form, we can show that the
weights are bounded and that the weights become symmetric regardless of the behavior of the activation dynamics.
To show that the weight value Wji t is bounded, we evaluate
Eq. (4) at the bounds of the activation function, i.e. LOrxi tOK.
At the upper bounds of the activation function, we have
Rt
Rt
Z t R t0 00 00
00
00
q t dt
ÿ
qji t00 dt00
2 ÿ t0 qji t dt
0
t0 ji
wji tmax  aK e
e
dt  e t0
Wji t0  :
t0

Similarly, at the lower bounds, we have
R0
Rt
Z t R t0 00 00
ÿ
qji t00 dt00
qji t dt
ÿ
qji
Wji tmin  aL2 e t0
e t0
dt0  e t0
t0

t00 dt00

Wji t0  :

If the decay function is bounded by N Oqji tOM with M; N > 0,
we see that Wji t is bounded by
R t 00 Z t R 00 00
R t 00
ÿ
Mdt
Mdt
ÿ
Mdt
t0
aL2 e t0
e t0
dt0  e
Wji t0 
t0

OWji taK 2 e

ÿ

Rt
t0

Ndt00

Z

t
t0

R t 00
R t0 00
Ndt
ÿ
Ndt
e t0
dt0  e t0
Wji t0 

and
aL2 aL2 eMt0 eMt0
 Mt Wji t0 
ÿ
M
MeMt
e
OWji tO

aK 2 aK 2 eNt0 eNt0
 Nt Wji t0  :
ÿ
N
NeNt
e
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In the limit as t ! 1, Wji t is bounded by
aL2
aK 2
O lim Wji tO
:
t!1
M
N
Let us prove that symmetric weights are a natural consequence of
the learning algorithm. From Eq. (4) we see that in the limit as
t!1
lim Wji t  lim eÿRji

t!1

t!1

t

Z

t

t0

eRji

t0 

arxj t0 rxi t0 dt0 ;

15

R t0
again with Rji t0   t0 qji t00  dt00 and qji t > 0.
From Eq. (15) we see that if the decay function is symmetric,
i.e. qji t  qij t, then the weight values become symmetric as
t ! 1, limt!1 Wji t  limt!1 Wij t.

A.2.2 Constant weight decay
In simple weight decay, we have

dWji t
 arxj trxi t ÿ cWji t ;
dt
R t0
therefore qji t  c and Rji t0   t0 c dt00  c t0 ÿ t0 . With t0  0,
Z t


0
Wji t  a
r xj t0  rxi t0 ec t ÿt dt0  eÿct Wji 0 :
16
0

A.2.3 Proof of corollary 1
As proved in A.2.1, the weights in Hebbian learning with constant
decay are bounded, and as t ! 1, the weights are bounded by
a 2
a 2
c L < Wji 1 < c K . From Eq. (16) we immediately see that as
t ! 1, limt!1 eÿct Wji t0   0, and limt!1 Wji t is symmetric. In
fact, W 1 is the ®nite sum of the outer products of the activation
0
states, weighted by the function ec t ÿt .
Alternatively, we can describe the averaged weight matrix
hW ti in terms of the correlation matrix C t of the ®ring rates
r x t. The correlation matrix is
C t 

1
t

Z

t

0



rx t0 r xT t0  dt0  hrx t0 rxT t0 it :

Additionally, the averaged change in weight is de®ned as


dW t0 
dt0



Z

Averaging over time, we obtain


a
dW t0 
hW t0 it  C t ÿ cÿ1
c
dt0
t

Thus,
a
lim C t :
c t!1

19

and
W t  Dt ÿ W t
1
 arx trT x t ÿ C0post tW t  DtC0pre t
Dt
Dt
1
1
ÿ C0post tW t  Dt ÿ W t  DtC0pre t
Dt
Dt
20
where


C0post t  BW tÿ1
post I ÿ BW tpost
"
X
X
X
1
 diag
Wjh t a
rx1 trxh tDt ÿ v; . . . ;
Wjh t
v
h
h
h
X 
X

a
r xj t rxh tDt ÿ v; . . . ;
WNh t
h

a

X

#

h

rxN trxh tDt ÿ v

h

and



C0pre t  I ÿ BW tpre BW tÿ1
pre
"
X
X
X
1
 diag
Wht t a
rxh trx1 tDt ÿ v; . . . ;
Whi t
v
h
h
h
X
X
a
rxh trxi tDt ÿ v; . . . ;
WhN t
a

X

#

h

rxh trxN tDt ÿ v

h

In the numerical implementation of dual normalization, the presynaptic or postsynaptic sum of weights
equal but
P is approximately
P
sometimes not exactly equal to v, i.e. h Wjh t  h Whi t  v. In
numerical simulations, we implement dual normalization sequentially and use the pre-normalized weights to sum for both normalization steps. Analytically, we assume for simplicity that dual
normalization occurs simultaneously,
and both normalization
P
P
conditions are satis®ed, i.e. h Wjh t  h Whi t  v. Under this
assumption, it follows that
W t  Dt ÿ W t
 arx trT x t ÿ Cpost tW t  DtCpre tDt
Dt
ÿ Cpost tW t  Dt ÿ W t  DtCpre t
21

a
W t ÿ W 0
:
 C t ÿ cÿ1
c
t

t!1

 W t  arx trT x tDt

h



dW t
 cW t  arx tr xT t :
dt

lim hW t0 it 

where BW tpre  diagfbwj1 tpre ; . . . ; bwji tpre ; . . . ; bwjn tpre g .
It follows that


BW tÿ1
post I ÿ BW tpost  BW tpost W t  Dt


 I ÿ BW tpre  BW tpre BW tÿ1
pre

t

dW t0  00 W t ÿ W 0
dt 
dt0
t
0
D
E
0
which implies that if W t is bounded, then dWdt0t  ! 0 as t ! 1.
t
From Eq. (5),
1

t
t

A.2.4 Concurrent presynaptic and postsynaptic
normalization
We derive the continuous Hebbian learning rule with dual normalization from the discrete case.


W t  Dt  BW tpost W t  arx trT x tDt BW tpre 18

17

Eq. (17) shows that the averaged weight becomes symmetric as the
length of training, t, becomes large. In fact the averaged weight
matrix approaches the correlation matrix of the activation states
multiplied by the constant, ac.

where
Cpost t 

(
X
1
diag a
rxt trxh t; . . . ;
v
h

)
X 
X

a
r xj t rxh t; . . . ; a
rxN trxh t ;
h

h
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and
Cpre

$
X
1
t  diag a
rxh trx1 t; . . . ;
v
h
a

X

rxh trxi t; . . . ; a

h

X


Rt 
If Cji t ÿ t0   tÿt1 0 t0 r xj t0  rxi t0 dt0 , then
Z t0 X


a
Rji t0  
r xj t00  rxh t00 dt00
t0 v h
aX 0

t ÿ t0 Cjh t0 ÿ t0  :
v h

%

rxh trxn t

:

h

Thus,
dW t
W t  Dt ÿ W t
 lim
Dt!0
dt
Dt
 arx trT x t ÿ Cpost tW t ÿ W tCpre t ;

22

or

(



dWji t
a X 
 ar xj t rxi t ÿ
r xj t rxh t
dt
v
h
)
X

rxh trxi t Wji t :

23

h

Thus, in dual normalization, comparing Eqs. (23) and (3), we get
P 

P
for the decay term qji t  av
h r xj t rxh t 
h r xh t
rxi t .

Rt 
If Cji t ÿ t0   1=t ÿ t0  t0 r xj t0  rxi t0 dt0 and t0  0, we
arrive at Eq. (11)
Z t


0
Wji t  a
eRji t ÿRji t r xj t0  rxi t0 dt0  eÿRji t Wji 0 ;
0

with Rji t  av

ÿP
h

tCjh t 

P
h


tChi t :

A.2.5 Single pre- or postsynaptic normalization
We derive the continuous Hebbian learning rule with postsynaptic
normalization from the discrete case (the presynaptic case is derived similarly),

W t  Dt  BW tpost W t  arx trT x tDt ;
24



where BW tpost  diag
bW1i tpost ; . . . , b Wji t post ; . . .,
bWni tpost :
By rearranging, we get
n
o
BW tÿ1
post I ÿ BW tpost  BW tpost W t  Dt
 W t  arx trT x tDt

25

and
dW t
W t  Dt ÿ W t
 lim
Dt!0
dt
Dt
 arx trT x t ÿ Cpost tW t ;

26

where

1
Cpost t  BW tÿ1
post I ÿ BW tpost
Dt
(
X
a

diag
rx1 trxh t; . . . ;
vpost
h
X 
X

r xj t rxh t; . . . ;
rxN trxh t
h

)

h

We can similarly express Eq. (26) as
(
)



dWji t
a X 
r xj t rxh t Wji t :
 ar xj t rxi t ÿ
vpost h
dt

27

Thus, in postsynaptic normalization,Pcomparing

 Eqs. (27) and (3),
we get for the decay term qji t  av h r xj t rxh t:

28

If we let t0  0, then we arrive at equation Eq. (14)


Z t a t0 P Cjh t0 ÿt P Cjh t
v
h
h
Wji t  a
e
0
P
a
Cjh t


v
 r xj t0  rxi t0 dt0  e h
Wji 0 :
P
In single normalization, the condition, h Wjh t  v, is satis®ed at
each time step.
In all three cases of A.2.2, A.2.4, and A.2.5, as t ! 1, the
contribution from the initial weight matrix vanishes, i.e.
limt!1 eÿR t Wji 0  0. In Hebbian learning with a constant decay
and dual normalization, Rji t is symmetric and therefore, the
weight
matrix
becomes
symmetric
as
t ! 1,
i.e.
limt!1 Wji t  limt!1 Wij t. However, with single postsynaptic
normalization, the weight matrix is not guaranteed to become
symmetric because Rji t is generally not symmetric.
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